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1 Introduction

The best way to support secure communication in the
Internet is the subject of much debate. The role of se-
cure routing, in particular, has received considerable at-
tention. The debate has been dominated by a “purist”
philosophy that advocates the ubiquitous deployment of
a secure version of BGP. The purist approach seems nat-
ural, if not mandatory, since BGP is the glue that holds
the disparate parts of the Internet together. Purist solu-
tions are advocated in public forums, such as the RPSEC
working group of the IETF [2] and the North American
Network Operators Group [3]. In fact, the debate focuses
primarily on which secure routing protocol should be
adopted (e.g., S-BGP or soBGP) [4], rather thanwhether
a single solution should prevail. In fact, the Internet pol-
icy community has also discussed the possibility that the
U.S. government might mandate S-BGP deployment [1].

Although ensuring that routing-protocol messages are
authorized is clearly useful, we find the purist approach
discomforting, for both economic and technical reasons:

Ubiquitous deployment would require the coop-
eration of more than 20,000 Autonomous Systems
(ASes). The large size of the group prevents market
forces from driving deployment, implying the need for
government regulation—an outcome that may be both
hard to realize (due to the global nature of the Internet)
and undesirable (since it may stifle innovation).

Smaller groups of like-minded ASes are much
more likely to deploy a security solution. Market
forces can drive smaller-scale deployments, either be-
cause one (presumably large) AS is willing to bear a large
part of the cost, or because adoption by some ASes has a
noticeable effect on other members of the group.

Groups benefit from deploying customized security
solutions.No one interdomain security solution satisfies
all of the security objectives, and the choice of a secure
routing protocol is just one part of any solution. Different
groups may want to strike different trade-offs, based on
their customer requirements and deployment costs.

Instead, we argue for a “pluralist” approach that en-
ables graceful coexistence of multiple customized solu-
tions, deployed by smaller groups of various sizes. We
envision that each group forms anarchipelago—an over-
lay of islands, where each island is a contiguous collec-

tion of ASes.1 Security derives from the mechanisms the
group voluntarily deploys within the archipelago (e.g.,
a secure routing protocol), as well as mechanisms (that
we collectively call the SBone) that provide a secure vir-
tual topology for interconnecting the islands. Unlike the
archipelago, which can deploy any security solution it
wishes, the SBone is constrained to provide securityon
top of uncooperative, sometimes hostile, non-member
ASes. We argue that this is, in fact, possible by lever-
aging IP-compatible mechanisms, without requiring any
changes in the non-member ASes.

Overlays have been a popular research topic recently,
since they enable clean-slate design without the cooper-
ation of the underlying network. Our approach differs
from this past research in two important respects:

An archipelago is an overlay ofnetworks, rather
than individual end hosts or servers. In traditional
overlays, the participating hosts have little or no con-
trol over the ASes they connect to. In contrast, an
archipelago is created by the administrators of the partic-
ipating ASes. As such, the SBone nodes at island bound-
aries have access to the routers (and may even run di-
rectly on the routers). For example, an SBone node could
switch a virtual link from one underlying path to another,
in response to a failure in a non-member network. Data-
plane support in the routers can substantially improve the
performance and robustness of the SBone mechanisms.

The SBone connects islands through virtual links
with built-in security capabilities. In traditional over-
lays, virtual links have limited security capabilities, if
any. For example, active probes used to detect perfor-
mance problems are not robust to adversaries that treat
probe packets preferentially. In contrast, the SBone has
mechanisms for secure availability monitoring, as well
as access control, confidentiality, and integrity.

In the next section, we present our economic argu-
ments for the pluralist approach. Next, we present a brief
overview of the SBone, followed by several examples of
archipelagos that provide secure interdomain communi-
cation. Then, we discuss related work before concluding
the paper with a discussion of future research directions.

1I.e., each AS in an island is able to reach every other AS in the
island through a path consisting only of ASes in the island.



2 The Economic Case for Pluralism

In this section, we analyze the formation of groups that
provide communication-security goods and the role that
network architecture plays in incentivizing group forma-
tion. After a brief overview of groups and goods, we ar-
gue that apurist solution of a ubiquitously deployed se-
cure routing protocol prevents market forces from driv-
ing adoption. Then, we argue for apluralist approach
that supports customized security solutions for groups of
various sizes and is consistent with market forces.

2.1 Economics of Groups and Goods

Secure interdomain communication requires collective
action. Although there are techniques that an AS acting
alone can use to reduce the likelihood of attacks (such
as applying protective filters to routing protocol mes-
sages and data packets), these techniques are not suffi-
cient to ensure confidentiality, integrity, and availability
for interdomain communication. Symmetric encryption
instead, the simplest technique to ensure confidentiality,
requires bilateral cooperation to establish a security as-
sociation and encrypt/decrypt the data. The formation
of groupsof ASes is, therefore, essential for interdomain
communication security. The ASes in the commercial In-
ternet are independent, rational, and payoff-maximizing
entities, making it important to consider their incentives
for collaborating to provide security services. This is in
sharp contrast to (say) military networks where security
services may be deployed by fiat.

The group’s goal is to provide secure communication
as a good to its members by deploying common secu-
rity mechanisms. Goods are, in general, classified as (1)
purely public, (2) purely private, and (3) impurely public,
with different economic implications. Pure public goods
arenon-rival, i.e., consumption of the good by one mem-
ber does not diminish the availability of the good to other
members, andnon-excludable, i.e., the privilege of con-
sumption of the good is unrestricted. An example of a
pure public good is public television broadcasting. In
contrast, pure private goods are rival and excludable, for
example, recorded music sold in music stores. Impure
public goods are partially rival or partially excludable,
such as cable television broadcasting.

The appropriate classification of a good depends on
the group’s incentive structure for production and con-
sumption. In fact, technological innovations can trans-
form a good from one class to another. For example,
encryption changed television broadcasting from a pure
public good to an impure public good. As another ex-
ample, peer-to-peer file-sharing applications are rapidly
transforming recorded music from a pure private good to
a pure public good. The rest of this section argues that
the purist view treats secure interdomain communication

as a pure public good, which prevents market forces from
driving adoption, whereas a pluralist approach would
better match the economic incentives of smaller groups.

2.2 Purism is not Economically Viable

Ubiquitous deployment of a secure routing protocol is
unappealing because it impliesnon-excludability. Con-
sider, for example, an exclusion mechanism based on
fees. The option of charging a fee to prospective cus-
tomer networks for connecting them to your secure rout-
ing protocol, implies the possibility of networks that de-
cline to pay the fee. In the absence of other sources
of revenue (e.g., advertising), non-excludability leads to
market failure, i.e., no supply of the good, or a level of
provision that is grossly inefficient. This is the situation
today, where no secure interdomain routing protocol is
deployed, despite a pressing need for better security.

Avoiding market failure under non-excludability typ-
ically requires government intervention, such as regula-
tion [10]. However, regulation would be a significant de-
parture from the way ASes interconnect today—through
bilateral relationships in an unregulated fashion. In fact,
the Federal Communications Commission has consid-
ered whether regulation of Internet backbones is neces-
sary, but has declined to intervene thus far [15]. Reg-
ulation of the Internet infrastructure has been debated
extensively in the academic community [25] without a
definitive answer emerging. Sustaining competition and
fostering innovation are at the heart of the debate, but
advocates and opponents of regulation disagree on the
incentive structure that will best nurture them.

Providing secure interdomain communication requires
innovation because ASes are reluctant to deploy exist-
ing solutions, such as secure routing protocols, for both
technical reasons2 and the economic reasons explained
above. The question about the best way to foster innova-
tion naturally arises. Government intervention through
regulation is certainly one possibility. However, we ar-
gue that regulatory action to mandate the ubiquitous de-
ployment of a secure routing protocol is unnecessary, and
in fact may stifle the creation and deployment of superior
alternatives. Instead, we believe it is possible for market
forces to drive the deployment of security mechanisms,
including the existing and novel secure routing protocols,
just not based on the purist view. In the rest of this sec-
tion, we advocatepluralismand discuss market-based in-
centive structures for secure communication.

2For example, secure routing protocols like S-BGP do not protect
against colluding adversaries (where two ASes falsely claim to have a
link between them) or data-plane attacks (where an adversarial router
drops packets or deflects them from the advertised path).



2.3 Smaller Groups are More Effective

Whether a group will form to counteract a threat will ul-
timately depend on the economic incentives of individual
ASes to join. Counteracting a threat incurs costs to de-
ploy security mechanisms, including start-up costs to up-
grade the network and ongoing costs to maintain the new
functionality. The value of the investment will depend
on a network’s individual needs, which are also likely
to change with time, and the degree to which other net-
works support the same or similar functionality.

Common interest in counteracting a threat is a neces-
sary condition for the formation of a group, but it is by no
means sufficient. Although the members of a very large
group, like the complete collection of ASes in the Inter-
net, may have no incentive to provide a good, smaller
groups can be more successful. The theory of collective
action [20] argues that small and medium-sized groups
are more effective in providing public goods than large
ones. In a small group, one large member may have suf-
ficient incentive to provide the good by himself, essen-
tially financing the participation of the other members.
For example, a large corporation may finance the deploy-
ment of encryption devices at smaller business partners
for business-to-business transactions. In a medium-sized
group, a good can be provided by strategic interaction
and bargaining. For example, large backbone providers
may form a coalition to deploy a secure routing protocol
to protect their customers.

Accommodating independent variable-sized groups
would enable market forces alone to drive the provision
of communication-security goods, in two main ways.
First, as noted above, a small or medium-sized group
may provide a pure public good based solely on align-
ment of incentives or bargaining. Second,exclusion
mechanismscan be leveraged to provide goods as im-
purely public or purely private. For example, a coalition
of networks that had deployed a secure routing proto-
col may charge non-member networks to use its routes.
Without such exclusion mechanisms, the possibility of
free-riding would be a disincentive for the deployment
of security mechanisms. In fact, fees on non-members
may provide an incentive for them to join the coalition,
ultimately leading to wider deployment.

2.4 Custom Security Solutions Per Group

The primary benefit of the ubiquitous deployment of a
secure routing protocol is that it makes it harder for an
adversary to intercept remote traffic, limiting the ad-
versary’s ability to breach the confidentiality, integrity,
or availability of remote communications. However, as
noted earlier, secure routing protocols alone cannot pro-
tect against colluding adversaries and data-plane attacks.
In fact, the advantages of secure routing protocols with

respect to one set of threats might even be disadvantages
with respect to another set. Though secure routing proto-
cols protect reachability, a victim of a denial-of-service
attack may, in fact, prefer (selective)unreachability.

An AS, or group of ASes, have many options for im-
proving communication security. There is encryption to
ensure confidentiality, authentication to ensure integrity,
availability monitoring to detect communication failures
and multipath routing to circumvent them, filtering and
capability-based systems to block DoS-attacks, etc. Each
course of action has merits and deficiencies. Because no
single mechanism addresses the full gamut of threats, in-
dividual networks are likely to prefer different combina-
tions based on their individual goals. As such, we argue
that the network architecture should support the graceful
coexistence of different mechanisms rather than impose
a bias toward one particular solution.

As a simple example, consider two ways to protect
confidentiality: a secure routing protocol (that prevents
interception of remote traffic) and encryption ciphers.
Because encryption ciphers can be effective based solely
on bilateral negotiations, they can serve as a building
block to build groups of arbitrary sizes. In contrast, se-
cure routing protocols offer little to no support for par-
tial deployment. Although encryption ciphers are widely
deployed in protocols such as the secure sockets layer
(SSL) and in virtual private networks (VPNs), the de-
ployment of secure routing protocols has received mini-
mal traction. In the next section, we present a new frame-
work that can support groups of ASes in deploying secu-
rity solutions that are traditionally hard to deploy.

3 Security Backbone (SBone) Framework

A group of ASes cannot successfully deploy an interdo-
main security solution without an effective way to handle
deployment gaps—non-member networks that may be
uncooperative or even hostile. Our architectural frame-
work solves this problem by connectingislands (con-
tiguous collections of ASes) viaa secure mesh of virtual
links (called an SBone). Security is derived from cryp-
tographic mechanism incorporated into the virtual links
and the selection of the underlying routes traversing non-
member networks. After discussing the threats imposed
by non-members, we describe how to construct secure
virtual links using existing network mechanisms. Then,
we discuss how a group can form anarchipelagothat de-
ploys security solutions within and between islands.

3.1 Threats From Non-Member Networks

Adversaries can launch denial-of-service attacks on des-
tinations inside the archipelago, as well as the physical
links along the paths between islands. In addition, an ad-
versarial router may lie in the data path between two is-
lands, or launch routing-protocol attacks to intercept the



cross-island traffic; either way, the adversary can drop,
snoop, modify, discard, or misdirect the packets. The
goals of the attacker include the breach of confidentiality
and integrity of cross-island communication, as well as
the disruption of connectivity among islands. The SBone
is designed to detect these attacks and limit their effec-
tiveness, substantially increasing the resources the adver-
sary must expend to attack the archipelago.

3.2 Secure Cross-Island Virtual Links

A secure virtual link (or “surelink”) connects arelay
point in one island to a relay point in another, over one
or more non-member networks. The sending relay point
encapsulates a data packet and directs it to the receiving
relay point, which decapsulates the packet and forwards
it to the next hop in its journey. Encryption ensures the
confidentiality of the cross-island traffic. Authentication
ensures integrity, and prevents denial-of-service attacks
by allowing the relay point to drop packets that fail the
integrity check. In essence, surelinks enhance the service
model of a vanilla IP tunnel with the cryptographic capa-
bilities of IPsec [16], which offers point-to-point crypto-
graphic protection at the IP layer. The relay points can
capitalize on existing hardware support for IPsec in com-
mercial routers, which are typically capable of support-
ing up to 10 Gbps links.

Although IPsec prevents attacks on confidentiality and
integrity, the adversary can still affect theavailability of
the surelink. As such, the relay points must monitor the
quality of the underlying path through the non-member
networks. However, conventional monitoring techniques
are not sufficient, since an adversary may bias the ac-
curacy of the measurements by treating the probe traf-
fic preferentially. For example, an adversary in the data
plane could identify active probes (based on the packet
header, size, or timing) and successfully deliver these
packets while dropping or delaying the other traffic. In-
stead, the relay points should apply passive sampling,
where the data packets serve as implicit probes, using
a hash function to sample the same packets at both re-
lay points without revealing the identity of the sampled
packets to the adversary [8]. Such secure availability
monitoring provides the relay points with an accurate es-
timate of the packet loss and delay on the virtual link.

3.3 Secure Topology per Archipelago

An archipelago constructs a virtual topology, composed
of multiple surelinks, to provide secure interdomain
communication among a group of islands. Having a rich
collection of surelinks gives the archipelago significant
influence over how the traffic flows between islands, in
two main ways. First, the archipelago may have mul-
tiple underlying paths from one relay point to another,
and can direct the surelink traffic over paths with higher

availability. Second, the archipelago may have multiple
surelinks (or virtual paths that are a sequence of multiple
surelinks) that can direct traffic between two islands.

Control over the underlying paths can be leveraged in
several ways. The first is toproactively prevent rout-
ing attacksfrom compromising availability. This can
be achieved, for example, by routing cross-island traf-
fic over shorter underlay routes, which are less likely
to be victimized than longer ones. The second is to
proactively bypass untrusted nonmember ASes, prevent-
ing them from receiving archipelago traffic. The third is
to proactively spread trafficover multiple paths, reduc-
ing the overall amount of traffic carried over any single
path. This substantially increases the resources an adver-
sary would have to invest to perform a targeted attack,
such as a denial-of-service attack on cross-island com-
munication. The fourth is toreactively reroute trafficto
an alternate path upon detecting an availability problem.

The collection of surelinks in an archipelago is con-
trolled by software processes calledcontrol points. The
control points may run on the same routers that imple-
ment the data-plane relay points, or on servers [12] that
coordinate routing within and between islands. Com-
munication between control points in different islands is
carried over surelinks to ensure confidentiality, integrity,
and availability. For example, since the relay points dis-
card packets that fail an integrity check, the control-point
software itself is not vulnerable to denial-of-service at-
tacks. In addition to selecting the underlying paths for
surelinks, the control points can implement new func-
tionality such as secure routing protocols (e.g., S-BGP).

In addition to deploying customized routing solutions,
the archipelago defines its own policies for which traf-
fic can enter, to enforce exclusion mechanisms and pre-
vent attacks. More generally, since an AS may partici-
pate in multiple archipelagos simultaneously, each data
packet must be mapped to the appropriate archipelago
(or none at all). The AS may employ a variety of mecha-
nisms, including packet classifiers that match packets on
header fields (e.g., source and destination IP addresses,
TCP/UDP port numbers, etc.) and incoming link. Based
on the classification, the packet may be marked (e.g., the
Type-of-Service bits), tagged (e.g., with a VLAN tag or
MPLS label), or encapsulated (e.g., within an IP packet
destined to the nearest relay point) to ensure proper treat-
ment by the intermediate routers. The routers inside the
archipelago may have separate resources, such as for-
warding tables or packet queues, for each archipelago.

4 Examples of Archipelagos

In this section, we present two examples of archipela-
gos. In the first example, edge networks form a group
driven by one member who receives the bulk of the ben-
efit. In the second example, backbone providers form a



coalition to offer a security service to multinational cus-
tomers. Both examples illustrate how a group can col-
laborate to deploy a Virtual Private Network (VPN) ser-
vice,3 traditionally only available within a single institu-
tion. We also show how the groups can counteract threats
against availability that traditional VPNs do not.

4.1 Edge-Network Secure VPN

Consider a large corporation planning to deploy a se-
cure network for business-to-business transactions with
its suppliers. The corporation may be willing to bear the
bulk of the deployment cost of a security solution to pre-
vent costly disruptions in its supply chain. In addition,
the large business can amortize the financial investment
over its large base of suppliers, whereas a smaller-in-size
supplier might be reluctant or unable to invest.

Deploying a dedicated network (say, using leased
lines) is an unattractive option because of the significant
deployment cost. Leveraging the common IP infrastruc-
ture is preferable, except that the Internet is both insecure
and unreliable. Instead, the business could deploy ase-
cure VPNwith each supplier to protect the confidential-
ity and integrity of communication. However, this solu-
tion does not detect or circumvent availability problems,
and also places a large administrative burden on the busi-
ness to maintain many independent VPNs.

In contrast, an SBone would provide secure availabil-
ity monitoring to detect failures in the primary path be-
tween the business and a supplier, and routing through
alternate paths when the primary path fails. In rerout-
ing the traffic, the business can leverage alternate paths
through other suppliers by essentially reflecting the pack-
ets off their relay points. In fact, since the corporation is
bearing the cost of the security service, it can require the
suppliers to support these packet deflections.

4.2 Backbone-Provider Trusted VPN

Consider a company that has offices in the US and Aus-
tralia, where AT&T is the Internet Service Provide (ISP)
of the US branch and Telstra is the ISP of the Aus-
tralian branch. Suppose the customer would like to have
a trusted VPNfor both security and predictable commu-
nication performance between the sites. For the sake of
the example, assume that AT&T and Telstra do not con-
nect directly to each other (i.e., they do not peer). Up-
grading their networks to provide a multi-provider VPN
service would allow the two ISPs to tap into a market of
customers with a large geographic footprint.

3The two dominant deployment cases of a virtual private network
(VPN) is asecureVPN deployed by edge networks and atrustedVPN
deployed by backbone providers. In first case, traffic protection is de-
rived from cryptography to ensure confidentiality and integrity and, in
the second case, traffic protection is derived from the security of the
backbone provider’s network without resorting to cryptography.

However, AT&T and Telstra cannot rely solely on the
security and performance of their own networks, because
the traffic must cross ASes outside their control. One
possibility is that the two ASes peer directly in sev-
eral locations, but this may require a significant finan-
cial investment. Instead, AT&T and Telstra can con-
nect their networks using multiple surelinks. Encryption
and authentication in the surelinks can protect the confi-
dentiality and integrity of the traffic as it traverses non-
participant ASes. Furthermore, availability monitoring
and rerouting would allow the ISPs to improve availabil-
ity, even in the presence of adversaries in the interme-
diate ASes. Therefore, the ISPs would be able to of-
fer stronger service-level agreements (SLA) for the VPN
traffic, improving on the poor (or non-existent) SLAs
typically offered today for interdomain traffic.

The revenue from the multi-provider VPN service can
serve as a bootstrapping mechanism for other backbone
providers to join the group, expanding the service to cus-
tomers that have sites connected to other ISPs. Today,
collaboration between ISPs is largely limited to provid-
ing a basic IP reachability service. However, there are
promising signs that providers are willing to collabo-
rate to support this underserved base of customers. IP-
sphere [19], for example, is a consortium of providers
and vendors trying to facilitate business transactions
through collaborative services. These frameworks, cou-
pled with the SBone mechanisms, can be helpful in over-
coming the barriers for ISPs to collaborate in providing
interdomain security services.

5 Related Work

The SBone relates to previous work that uses overlays
to deploy services that the underlying Internet infrastruc-
ture lacks, such as multicast [11], reliability [5, 6], and
quality of service [22]. Our work is unique in focusing
on securityand on overlays that connect entirenetworks
rather than end hosts or servers.

The architecture we propose in this paper comple-
ments other proposals to evolve the Internet architec-
ture [7, 13, 21, 23] but looks at evolvability from a se-
curity standpoint. We suspect though that our economic
argument in favor of pluralism can be extended in areas
beyond communication security.

Hu et al. [14] present a model for the incremental de-
ployment of a public key infrastructure for securing BGP
and Chan et al. [9] study theadoptabilityof secure rout-
ing protocols, defined as how attractive a protocol is with
respect to full adoption. Both incremental deployability
and adoptability imply a target objective of ubiquitous
deployment. In contrast, our economic argument for plu-
ralism advocatespartial deployment of security mecha-
nism, including secure routing protocols, and the SBone
framework is designed to support this objective.



An argument for pluralism in secure interdomain rout-
ing is also presented in [18]. The proposed framework is
based on financialdisincentives for initiating and propa-
gating harmful routing-protocol messages, different from
our emphasis on incentives for deploying a variety of
interdomain security solutions. In addition, the work
in [18] does not propose a technical framework for sup-
porting multiple customized security solutions.

6 Conclusion

In this paper, we showed thatpurism, i.e., the ubiquitous
deployment of a secure version of BGP, is not incentive
compatible. Instead, deployment of communication se-
curity mechanisms should be based onpluralism, i.e., the
formation of variable-sized groups deploying custom so-
lutions tailored to their individual needs. We also pre-
sented the SBone, a framework for mitigating the se-
curity vulnerabilities of deployment gaps, which are in-
evitable in a pluralist architecture.

In the future, we plan to quantify the benefits ofpar-
tial deploymentof security mechanisms such as secure
routing protocols [17, 24] and denial-of-service protec-
tion systems [26]. We also plan to explore the incentives
that drive small and medium-sized groups to collaborate
in deploying security solutions like the ones outlined in
Section 4, to identify strategies for forming coalitions.
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